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“To Constantly Swim against the Tide 

Is Suicide”
Th e Liberal Press and Its Audience, 1928–33

Jochen Hung

“Although our readers remained outwardly faithful, there was little doubt that 
their hearts were no longer with us. Inwardly, fully half of them were already in 
Hitler’s camp. . . . People rushed to him, swallowed his every word, while con-
tinuing, on the side, to read our newspapers.”1 When Hermann Ullstein wrote 
this in 1943, he had lost his fortune and his home. One of the former owners of 
Germany’s biggest publishing company, he had been forced by the Nazi regime 
to sell his business and leave his country for the United States in 1934. His fam-
ily had commanded some of Germany’s most infl uential newspapers and most 
popular magazines, including the venerable Vossische Zeitung and the popular 
Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung (BIZ), yet millions of Ullstein’s readers helped to lever 
into power the man who would be responsible for their misfortune.

Hermann Ullstein’s quote encapsulates a central paradox of German me-
dia history: the failure of Weimar’s liberal, prodemocratic press, despite its for-
midable reach and infl uence, to prevent the rise of the Nazis. In their papers, 
the leaders of Weimar’s liberal press—major publishers like Ullstein, Mosse, and 
Sonnemann—supported the Republic’s democratic institutions and vigorously 
attacked Hitler and his party. Together these publications had millions of readers, 
yet they seemed to have hardly any political infl uence on them.2 Th is paradox 
also represents a more general topic of media studies: how much infl uence do the 
media actually have? How strong are so-called media eff ects, i.e., behavior and 
mentalities, such as voting preference, occurring as a result of media infl uence? 
In many classic studies, the supposed seductiveness of Nazi propaganda has been 
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used as a particularly telling example of powerful media eff ects.3 By contrast, this 
chapter argues that the rise of the Nazis after 1929 in fact off ers a prime example 
of the limited infl uence of the mass media: if readers of anti-Nazi newspapers 
voted for Hitler, then the audience must have had quite a lot of agency in their 
decision-making. In this perspective of an active audience choosing some content 
and ignoring other parts of a newspaper—notably, suggestions of whom to vote 
for—the behavior of Ullstein’s readers does not seem so paradoxical. In fact, it is 
puzzling only to those who hold to the rather old-fashioned idea of audiences as 
a mass of atomized individuals unknowingly acting in unison.

Th e impotence of Weimar’s liberal press has puzzled historians for a long 
time, and their answers have generally focused on institutional or structural ex-
planations. Some have claimed that the commercial orientation of most liberal 
publications watered down their political agenda, while others argued, in con-
trast, that their extreme partisanship added to a deterioration of the political 
climate that benefi ted the Nazis.4 Th is chapter contributes to this debate in a 
diff erent way: rather than looking for explanations for voting behavior, I examine 
the way liberal publishers in Weimar Germany reacted to the transformation of 
the political landscape around 1930 and what consequences this had for their 
view of their audience. In other words, I am not so much interested in fi nding 
out why readers of liberal newspapers voted for Hitler as in shedding some light 
on why this was seen as so surprising. Today, the study of media eff ects, partic-
ularly on voting behavior, is a highly specialized fi eld with various competing 
schools and approaches from cultivation to agenda setting.5 However, there is a 
general agreement that media eff ects are diff use and hard to measure.6 In the early 
twentieth century, the situation was very diff erent: there was a widespread belief 
that mass media had a direct, powerful infl uence on their audience. Weimar’s 
liberal journalists and publishers were no exception: they saw their audiences 
as loyal and easily led followers, an image that was fi rmly rooted in Germany’s 
journalistic tradition, which is why their readers’ votes for Hitler came as such as 
shock to many of them.

Historians of the Weimar press are faced with the problem that the archives 
of many German publishing companies were destroyed during World War II.7 
Th e strategic decisions publishers took during the rise of the Nazis can often 
only be reconstructed through the coverage of their newspapers rather than be 
based on internal documents. In this chapter, I try to surmount this obstacle 
by focusing on the general shift in the way media professionals perceived their 
audience at the end of the Weimar Republic, based on changes in newspaper 
content formats, discussions among experts, and a small number of surviving 
strategic documents. As Bignell and Fickers remind us, “[a]s much as nations are, 
audiences are also imagined communities, which are summoned into existence 
by specifi c discourses.”8 Retracing the way in which liberal publishers constructed 
the “imagined community” of their audience provides insight into the strategic 
decisions they took during Weimar’s collapse. I argue that in light of the political 
“disloyalty” of their readership and external political and economic pressures, the 
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liberal press’s understanding of its audience evolved from uncritical and passive 
consumer to active reader with agency. Th is undermined their approach to the 
rising threat of the Nazis: if parts of their audience supported Hitler and did so of 
their own free will while being immune to media infl uence, then the only option 
seemed to be to embrace these readers and their politics in order to retain their 
audience and ensure fi nancial viability.

Th e struggle of the liberal press of Weimar Germany to come to terms with 
the rise of an illiberal political force has obvious parallels to today. Th e popularity 
of the “alt-right” in the United States, Ukip and the Brexit Party in the UK, or 
the Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) Party in Germany poses a diffi  cult ques-
tion for established media organizations: how to report objectively about these 
groups without infl ating their real infl uence or risking the alienation of readers 
who might sympathize with them. I do not pretend to provide an answer to this 
question. However, this chapter shows how complex and diffi  cult the terrain is 
that journalists and publishers have to navigate in such a situation and that there 
are probably no easy or straight-forward solutions to this conundrum.

Th e Reader as Loyal Consumer

Before 1945, the Anglo-American ideal of impartiality and objectivity was not 
embraced by German journalists.9 As Jörg Requate has shown, most German 
newspapermen and women looked to France instead, which they saw as the “par-
adise (Dorado) of journalism.”10 Like their French counterparts, German journal-
ists openly aligned themselves with political parties and saw it as their calling to 
convince their readers of their opinions and political convictions. Th is self-image 
developed in the nineteenth century, but it still dominated the profession in 
Weimar Germany and was shared by many scholars in the developing fi eld of 
newspaper studies (Zeitungswissenschaft) at the time.11 In 1928, Emil Dovifat, 
one of the founders of German media studies, stressed the “typically German 
character” of a journalism rooted in ideology:

While being able to very quickly research, understand and summarize a topic is of utmost 
necessity in journalistic work, it has to remain the work of convincing. Th e purposeful 
journalist bound by his conviction, rather than the ‘racing reporter’, has to remain the 
typical representative of German journalism. Th is should not be understood as belittling 
the materialistic techniques of journalism in other countries, it simply means a logical and 
adequate adaptation of our newspapers’ intellectual workers to the intellectual nature of 
the German national character.12

Th is interpretation of their professional mission also shaped how many German 
journalists viewed their audience: newspaper readers were mostly seen as willing 
followers. In 1929, Georg Bernhard, editor-in-chief of Ullstein’s fl agship broad-
sheet Vossische Zeitung and chairman of the National Association of Journalists, 
claimed that British and American readers were much more critical than German 
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audiences, who did not question what they read in the paper: “Th e German be-
lieves what his paper tells him.”13

To be sure, Bernhard’s pithy quote tells us less about the real behavior of 
German newspaper readers than about the self-image of German journalists and 
their ideas about the infl uence of their newspapers. Th is belief in powerful me-
dia eff ects was widespread among media professionals of the Weimar Republic, 
whatever their political orientation: Alfred Hugenberg, an infl uential right-wing 
politician and media magnate, spoke of the press as a direct “channel to the brains 
of the people.”14 Such views were refl ected by early media eff ects research, which 
was developing during the interwar years and mostly defi ned the audience as an 
easily manipulated mass.15 Often infl uenced by the experience of the extensive 
use of propaganda during World War I, early media scholars operated with a 
“hypodermic needle model” of strong, direct media eff ects. Arguably the most 
infl uential study in this respect was Harold Lasswell’s Propaganda Technique in the 
World War (1927), which claimed that the press had the power to “weld thousands 
or even millions of human beings into one amalgamated mass.”16 In Germany, 
the fi rst academic institute dedicated to newspaper studies was founded in 1916 
with explicit reference to the failure of the German press to create international 
goodwill during the fi rst years of the war.17 During the 1930s and 1940s, the rise 
of the Nazi regime and its supposedly masterful crowd manipulation seemed to 
support such theories of strong, direct media eff ects on a pliable audience.18

For liberal journalists in interwar Germany, however, the popularity of the 
Nazis in fact undermined this view of the powerful media because their audience 
had quite clearly not listened to them. Liberal newspapers of the Weimar Re-
public told their readers repeatedly that Hitler was not to be trusted. Already in 
January 1928, before the Nazi Party had become a nationwide success, Mosse’s 
Berliner Tageblatt reported that the party was supported by secret donations from 
abroad, including France.19 Th e liberal Hamburger Anzeiger also reported on the 
Nazis’ shady fi nancial dealings, which prompted Hitler to send several letters 
of protest to the newspaper.20 When the Nazis disrupted a stump speech held 
in Munich by Gustav Stresemann, the country’s foreign minister and a lead-
ing liberal politician, the Dresdner Neueste Nachrichten condemned the action 
as a “shameful spectacle.”21 At the end of the year, Ullstein’s Tempo poked fun 
at the Nazi leader’s infamous rhetorical prowess: “Th e swastika’s premier force, 
this man’s an impressive chap. When all else fails, he can rely on his great big 
trap.”22 On 15 September 1929, on the occasion of the referendum against the 
Young Plan, Georg Bernhard called Hitler a “scene-shifter” (Kulissenschieber) who 
“counts equally on the people’s stupidity and their short memory.”23 With the 
Nazis’ rising popularity and the dramatic decline of the liberal vote, such attacks 
only grew more frequent and more pronounced. However, signifi cant parts of 
the German public did not seem to listen, at least in regions like Saxony, where 
the Nazis gained over 14 percent of the vote in the regional elections of 1929. In 
Prussia, Ullstein’s and Mosse’s core market, the Nazis were less successful, gaining 
only 1.8 percent in 1928. But here, liberal publishers faced other problems that 
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also undermined the view of the German reader as a loyal consumer of opin-
ions: in October 1929, the manager of the Ullstein branch on Wilmersdorfer 
Strasse in Berlin reported that many long-time readers of the Vossische Zeitung 
had cancelled their subscriptions because of its increasingly partisan tone.24 One 
reader—Herr Dr. Wernicke, Neue Kantstrasse 4—was quoted as saying that the 
paper “now agitates like the Lokal-Anzeiger,” the far-right tabloid controlled by 
Hugenberg. Th e Vossische Zeitung had “lost its class (Feinheit) by trying to impose 
its political opinion on the reader.” In the increasingly polarized political climate 
of the late 1920s, the supposedly docile audience actively rejected the attempts of 
liberal publishers to infl uence them, even if it meant strengthening the existing 
political orientation of their newspapers.

Th is posed a serious problem in a quickly deteriorating economy, when no 
newspaper could aff ord to lose readers and audience retention became para-
mount. As a result, German journalists had to strike a more consumer-oriented 
tone, but this did not mean that they changed their view of the audience and 
their own educational mission. Rather, they now had to package their content 
in diff erent ways to satisfy a seemingly more fi ckle, self-confi dent readership. On 
24 May 1930, the Zeitungsverlag, the offi  cial organ of the Association of German 
Newspaper Publishers, dedicated a special issue to the “psychology of the reader.” 
In his contribution, the media scholar Kurt Baschwitz, editor-in-chief of the 
journal, claimed that the audience now wanted “to be treated as independently 
thinking human beings.”25 Th is pretension, he argued, was refl ected in the fact 
that many readers “misjudged the real infl uence of the newspaper” and denied 
its impact on the formation of their worldview. His advice to publishers was to 
humor the audience and exercise their infl uence cautiously: “Th e readers want to 
be led, but not bullied.”

Still, the feeling among German journalists that the audience had funda-
mentally changed its behavior toward the media, and that they had to adapt to 
these changed consumer demands, resulted in new content formats that granted 
the readers a more active, direct role. On 27 June 1929, for example, Mosse’s 
Berliner Volkszeitung introduced a regular section called “May I have the fl oor?” 
(Ich bitte um’s Wort!), in which readers could pose questions or vent frustrations. 
Th e paper called on other readers to write in and discuss these questions, turning 
the section into a forum for communication among its audience. Th e very fi rst 
letter published in the new section complained about the oppressive number 
of public signs in Germany prohibiting everything from sitting on the grass to 
spitting on the fl oor: “For centuries, until the revolution, the authorities have led 
[the German people] by the nose. Everything we had to do or weren’t allowed to 
do was dictated by the police or the bureaucracy. Everywhere there are signs with 
rules and bans.”26 Such an oppressive, authoritarian attitude was not fi t for the 
changed times, the reader argued. Th e letter expressed a new confi dence of Ger-
man citizens in their relationship to the state, which made it programmatic for a 
new section named in clear reference to democratic, parliamentary deliberation. 
In this context, the letter also spoke of a new relationship between the readership 
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and their newspaper: it suggested that journalists telling their readers what to 
think was an aspect of Germany’s undemocratic past.

Over the next months, the section was continuously expanded and by Octo-
ber it took over a whole page every week. Other publishers joined this trend: in 
August 1930, Tempo introduced the weekly column “Ask Ms. Christine” (Fragen 
Sie Frau Christine) for questions from male and female readers about matters of 
personal and professional life.27 Th e column, which also covered a whole page, 
proved to be very popular and became an important staple of the newspaper. 
Such attempts to include the readers more closely in the shaping of their news-
paper’s content was clearly a reaction to the deteriorating economy during the 
onset of the Great Depression, which hit newspaper publishers particularly hard, 
dependent as they were on advertising spending from businesses.

Th e Active Audience Subjugates “Its Old Master”

Th e shocking results of the general election on 14 September 1930, when the 
Nazis became the second-biggest party after the Social Democrats, emphasized 
in dramatic fashion the lack of infl uence of Germany’s liberal media and of the 
journalistic profession more generally. Th e Nazi press was, in general, disorga-
nized, badly produced, and had a fraction of the readers of Weimar’s mainstream 
newspapers.28 And yet, the party had managed to increase their share of the vote 
sevenfold, from 2.6 percent in 1928 to 18.3 percent. Th e high number of Nazi 
voters, nearly 6.4 million, also suggested that at least some of the readers of liberal 
newspapers not only rejected a partisan tone but in fact supported Hitler and his 
party, against their newspapers’ outspoken attacks against him.

Th e fading of the German idea of a powerful press and the rise of the active 
reader was refl ected at the Congress of German Sociologists (Deutscher Soziolo-
gentag) in October 1930, just two weeks after the general election. Th at year, the 
conference dealt with the topic “Th e Press and Public Opinion,” and the failure 
of the liberal press to prevent the success of the Nazis played a central role in the 
scholars’ discussions. “Last month, a party broke the chains that had made it a 
prisoner of this press,” the theologian Wilhelm Kapp claimed.29 Th is was echoed 
by the editor-in-chief of the Social Democrats’ fl agship newspaper Vorwärts, 
Eduard Stampfer, who represented the journalistic profession at the congress:

Where was the gigantic power of the press on 14 September? It had dissolved into noth-
ing. Th e vanquished of 14 September were the big newspaper publishers Mosse, Ullstein 
and Hugenberg’s Scherl, and the victorious were—technically speaking—the small rags. 
Th eir parties gained immensely, while the parties who have the greatest press apparatus at 
their disposal did not perform well at all.30

Th e idea of the audience as an unthinking, homogeneous “mass” came under 
particular criticism during the congress. Prefi guring later theories about interper-
sonal infl uence, Kapp argued that the mass audience was not a tabula rasa waiting 
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for the press to fi ll it with content but that it consisted of many diff erent groups 
and “cells” that were tightly embedded into their own social and political con-
texts.31 Th is had consequences for the whole sector, and in the future “the press 
will have much less signifi cance in voter decisions.” In a report of the conference, 
the Vossische Zeitung summed up the discussion with a rather nostalgic farewell 
to the idea of powerful media eff ects: “Is the press a sovereign power vis-à-vis its 
readers? . . . [O]r is in fact the taste of the readers—the fi rm will of the readers to 
hear this opinion and to fi nd themselves confi rmed in that judgment—the real 
power which has now subjugated its old master, the press?”32

Th e results of the 1930 election intensifi ed the trend to include readers in 
the production of newspaper content. On 27 November, the Berliner Volkszei-
tung’s “May I have the fl oor?” column was replaced by an even more elaborate 
eff ort to tie the audience to the paper by “giving them a say on the content of the 
newspaper.”33 Th e new section was edited by a lay “jury” of readers—the BVZ-
Schöff en—that met with the paper’s journalists twice a week. Th e three lay edi-
tors, chosen from the paper’s subscribers, were paid for their work and changed 
every two weeks. Th e paper claimed that this kind of reader participation was 
“globally unique” and “path-breaking for the whole of the press industry.”34 Even 
the venerable Vossische Zeitung gave its audience the opportunity to play an active 
part in reportage: on 2 June 1931, the newspaper invited its readers to act as its 
“contributors” and to call in to report “accidents, fi res and crimes” they witnessed 
on the street, at home, or at work. Th is constituted a shift in the newspaper’s 
conception of its own readers toward an active group with agency.

While the audience gained more infl uence over newspaper content, jour-
nalists increasingly lost their traditional role as partisan opinion leaders. On 8 
December 1931, the Ullstein management told the company’s senior editors to 
tone down their political reporting. Th e political coverage of their newspapers 
was not to be “of an aggressive or hurtful character or attempt to support any 
parties or groups” but was “meant to off er a broad audience the opportunity to 
inform themselves objectively about the latest events.”35 Th is was a direct rejec-
tion of the traditional self-image of German journalists and a refl ection of the 
changed role of the audience: rather than being seen as passive followers, read-
ers were now framed as active individuals making autonomous decisions based 
on objective information. Th is escalated the tensions between editorial staff  and 
management that had been building since the economic crisis had begun to un-
dermine the independence of journalists and put consumer demand fi rst. Con-
sidering the highly partisan political climate of the early 1930s and—with the 
Nazis and Communists openly challenging the whole political system—the high 
stakes involved, many journalists did not give up the chance to infl uence their 
readers easily. At Ullstein, the left-wing editor-in-chief of the B.Z. am Mittag, 
Franz Höllering, who was fi red after he refused to toe the new company line, 
was arguably the most high-profi le victim of the confl ict between management 
and editors over their political involvement.36 On 14 December, barely a week 
after the company had announced its new rules about political reporting, the 
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B.Z. published an explosive story about a secret Nazi plan to establish a private 
air force. Th is would create a confl ict with the Versailles Treaty, which prohib-
ited the operation of military aircraft in Germany. Th e article caused consider-
able national and international concern, and Höllering was swiftly removed as 
editor-in-chief.

After Höllering’s dismissal, Carl von Ossietzky, editor of the infl uential 
liberal journal Die Weltbühne, attacked Ullstein for their supposed opportun-
ism.37 Instead of using their newspapers to fi ght against antidemocratic forces, 
Ossietzky claimed, the company tried to please everybody, from the Nazis to the 
Communists, out of fear of losing readers. He was convinced that such attempts 
to follow consumer preference were futile because audiences now expected their 
newspaper to take a clear stance: “More than anything, the newspaper reader of 
today wants clarity and precision; no waffl  ing, no equivocation, but full facts.” 
What the liberal audience did not want, he claimed, were newspapers that also 
tried to please “the other side of the barricade.” It is obvious from these com-
ments that Ossietzky, true to his convictions as a German journalist, saw the au-
dience in need of more, not less, political orientation, but he also acknowledged 
the role of readers in actively searching out facts and information.

However, the situation of liberal publishers was not as clear-cut as Ossietzky 
made it out to be. While commercial reasons certainly played a role in toning 
down the political coverage of their newspapers, the Ullstein management also 
had doubts whether attacking its political enemies would really have the desired 
eff ects on the company’s readership. A few days after Höllering’s dismissal, an 
internal memo warned that focusing too much on Nazi activities played into 
Hitler’s hands.38 In fact, supposed secrets such as the alleged attempts to establish 
a private Nazi air force uncovered by Höllering were often leaked on purpose 
to boost coverage, creating a distorted view of the real strength of the party, as 
the memo explained: “[B]y focusing on such news, the politically inexperienced 
reader will easily be led to the conclusion that the Hitler movement is growing 
every day and that the leader of the National Socialist party is the next big thing.” 
Th is way, the memo suggested, the journalists’ fi ght against the Nazis could un-
intentionally convert their own audience to their political enemy’s cause. Th is 
argument shows how liberal publishers struggled to fi nd an explanation for the 
fact that many of their readers seemed to vote for a party their newspapers had 
opposed so strongly, an argument that has found its eerie echo in current discus-
sions about the media’s treatment of populist politicians.39 Ullstein’s view of the 
audience that is refl ected in the memo acknowledged the readers’ independence 
from direct media infl uence, but raised the problem of such an independent 
audience drawing the wrong conclusions from the media content they were pre-
sented with.

Th e shift in the image of the audience from mindless followers to active 
readers created a strategic dilemma for liberal publishers. If their readers were 
immune to direct media infl uence and freely chose to vote for the Nazis, then 
their political decisions could not be dismissed outright but needed to be taken 
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seriously. In May 1932, a strategic memo circulated among Ullstein managers 
argued that National Socialism had to be interpreted as a “movement for politi-
cal freedom and economic justice.”40 Th e memo is indicative of liberal publish-
ers’ acceptance of the Nazis as a genuine political expression of a major part of 
the population, in other words, of existing and potential readers. In their view, 
continuing to attack this group in the middle of the most severe economic cri-
sis in history was not a viable strategy. However, this dilemma was not simply 
an economic one; it also challenged the self-image of many liberal publishers. 
Ullstein, the biggest German publishing house at the time, is a good example of 
this. Because of the high circulation fi gures of the myriad publications owned by 
the company, it had always seen itself as fundamentally democratic in the sense 
that it served a broad cross-section of the population.41 Th is was hard to square 
with excluding a genuine mass movement, which the Nazi electorate seemed to 
be after the September election.

On 3 December 1932, the media scholar Wilhelm Waldkirch, himself the 
owner of several newspapers, published a meditation on the relationship between 
publisher, editorial staff , and audience that refl ected the changed view of media 
eff ects among media professionals in the late Weimar Republic.42 Th e audience 
had only recently become a focus of serious research, Waldkirch argued, but it 
was already clear that journalists had to serve the specifi c demands and prefer-
ences of their readership if they wanted to have any infl uence at all because it 
was the audience that granted newspapers their authority: “If the newspaper as 
a medium has any eff ect on the reader at all, this eff ect is based primarily on the 
trust of the readership in the intellectual leadership of the newspaper.” Th is lead-
ership could only be maintained convincingly if the strict separation between a 
newspaper’s editorial department and its business management was given up for 
“a fi rm and unifying management (Leitung)” in the person of the publisher, who 
“embodied the tradition of his paper.” With such recommendations, Waldkirch 
openly questioned the independence of editorial staff , which had been under-
mined since the beginning of the economic crisis. He also constructed a rather 
paternalistic relationship between a newspaper’s owner and its audience, arguing 
that the readers were sovereign but that they used this independence to demand 
leadership. Th is kind of conceptualization foreshadowed Nazi press politics after 
1933.

Conclusion

On 28 November 1933, the Hamburger Anzeiger reported on a lecture by 
Otto Dietrich, the NSDAP press chief, about the role of the press in the Th ird 
Reich.43 In Dietrich’s defi nition, the journalist’s task was almost diametrically 
opposed to its nineteenth-century tradition. Rather than opinion leaders form-
ing the minds of their readers, journalists were now to express the alleged will of 
the people. Th is should be taken to heart especially by “bourgeois” journalists, 
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he argued, who had followed the “wrong path” before the “seizure of power” 
earlier in the year and fi rst needed to be “converted” into National Socialists. 
In his view, the readership represented the “national community,” which was 
always right in its political instincts, while journalists only served it by being 
its mouthpiece. Th e Nazis, however, were anything but believers in weak media 
eff ects, and the regime often used propaganda in an attempt to produce consent 
among the population. Dietrich’s demand was clearly aimed at putting formerly 
independent journalists in their place rather than acknowledging the indepen-
dence of media audiences. However, both Dietrich’s vision of the readership as a 
“national community” and the idea of the active audience as it was discussed in 
the early 1930s among scholars and liberal publishers had their roots in the loss 
of journalists’ authority during the late Weimar Republic. Economic crisis and 
the rise of the Nazis put liberal journalists on the backfoot and forced them to 
abandon their traditional educational mission and communicate with their read-
ers, including those who voted for the Nazis, on more equal terms. Th is fading 
of the idea of the journalist as educator and opinion leader went hand in hand 
with a power shift toward management and, above all, the audience: the readers 
were now seen as the “new masters,” who set the agenda that newspapers had to 
follow.

Seven years after Dietrich’s lecture, Hermann Ullstein bemoaned how his 
publishing house had “blundered Hitler into power” by not acting decisively 
enough to use the full force of its newspapers against the Nazis.44 Echoing Os-
sietzky, he accused the rest of his family of pandering to the audience and thus 
contributing to Hitler’s rise to power. However, in a private letter, his brother 
Franz still defended the populist orientation of the company’s newspapers: “To 
constantly swim against the tide is suicide. . . . Th e audience may not be sover-
eign, but you have to respect a majority decision.”45 Current experiences with 
populist movements suggest that it might indeed not be as simple as Hermann 
Ullstein and Ossietzky assumed: even constant critical coverage seems to result 
in free publicity without aff ecting supporters’ loyalty. Diff erent strategies, like 
“no-platforming,” i.e., refusing to give attention to certain groups, are problem-
atic for other reasons. Should the press in democratic societies, which depend 
on freedom of speech, really deliberately exclude certain opinions? Th is certainly 
seems a valid approach in the case of groups that openly undermine the demo-
cratic order. However, it is doubtful if “no-platforming” the Nazis would have 
kept them out of power and saved Weimar democracy. In the end, people are not 
only part of media audiences but also belong to social classes, cultural milieus, 
religious communities, and a myriad of other groups that shape their political 
behavior. Th ere are also broader transnational processes, such as economic crises, 
that have a profound infl uence on politics but are not directly related to media 
content. Media consumption does not happen in a social vacuum, and we need 
to take these contexts into account when examining the role of the media in the 
past, particularly their role in politics in democratic societies. One contribution 
to a better understanding of this role, as evidenced in this chapter, is to retrace 
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the conception journalists had of their own audience and how this infl uenced 
their work.
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